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MotherG, Itasca
MotherG

Q: What makes your company a great place to
work?

A: We focus on our culture first, placing
employee engagement and satisfaction as most
important aspect. If we are a service company,
our people are the commodity to delivering excellent experiences to the client. We have curated our
benefits and perks to align with our mission and
core values to attract the perfect people for our
delivery model.
Q: How does being a great place to work translate
into your company’s success?
A: Our clients are the most important recipient of our great organization. When you have
an engaged, highly motivated workforce paired
with excellent tools and processes, the by-product results in ecstatic clients. They have the highest productivity with problem free operations and
excellent strategic business-technology alignment. Sure, their costs are lower. Sure, employee
productivity is greater. What our clients like most
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is the peace of mind that all systems are go — safe,
stable and secure.
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Excellent, problem free technology can ignite a
business, making the operation hum. It opens new
opportunities, drives business productivity.
MotherG has built a service delivery model that
eliminates problems and bring excellent, perfectly
aligned technology.
MotherG started in 2005 with the vision that
organizations needn’t live with erratic technology.
Slow. Flaky. Lacking sound security.
Prone to risks such as faulty backups, no power
protection, out of warranty core systems. Our
delivery model drives out noise and improves
worker productivity with aligned technology.
This model has resulted in numerous awards
and recognition.
And most important, our clients rave about their
experience with technology.

Changing The Status Quo
We’re shocked at the state of technology in the world of small business
today. Slow computers, recurring problems, flakiness, email issues, viruses,
on and on. What’s more shocking – business leaders accept this as the
norm! It doesn’t have to be.
We’re on a mission to change the status quo. That’s why clients love
MotherG’s Light Switch IT – technology that works just like a light switch.
Proactive support, not reactive. You get a team of experts following proven
Best Practices, delivering continuous preventive care, and developing and
executing a well-designed technology plan.
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Flip The Switch. It’s on.

• Award Winning
Managed Service
• Provider Cyber Security
Experts
• Innovative Proactive
Technology Support
• Cloud Services, Hosted
Solutions
• Sole Source for
Technology Needs

